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Synopsis
Phonon dispersions in ferroelectric lithium heptagermanate Li2Ge7O15 (LGO) were
measured by inelastic neutron scattering in the vicinity of the transition temperature TC =
283.5 K. The (300) reflections show more pronounced temperature dependence than the (500)
reflections. The energy of a peak corresponding to the Brillouin zone-center phonon, around
0.5 meV at 297.0 K, decreases as the temperature decreases. Then, this inelastic component
disappears into the central component at 288.0 K, just above TC. The present phonon shows
the typical soft mode feature and shows good accordance with the B1u mode observed by
hyper-Raman and FTIR measurements. It is confirmed that the ferroelectric phase transition in
LGO is associated with the soft optical phonon at the zone center. Moreover, elastic diffuse
scattering is observed below 0.1 meV. This implies that there exists a critical phenomenon at
energies below than 0.1 meV.

I.

Introduction
Structural phase transitions can be classified into two types: (i) displacive-type transitions
and (ii) order-disorder-type transitions. From the viewpoint of the soft mode concept proposed
by Cochran,1) the former is associated with a cooperative resonant mode (phonon), where a
decrease in the phonon frequency should be observed. On the other hand, the latter is
associated with a cooperative relaxation mode (Debye-like mode), where the divergence of
relaxation time, i.e., critical slowing down, should be observed.
Some ferroelectrics have attracted considerable interest because of their peculiar behavior
of exhibiting critical slowing down as well as the soft phonon mode during the phase
transition. In order to interpret the dynamics of this type of phase transition, two models have
been proposed. In the first model, only the soft phonon mode exists. As the transition
temperature (TC) is approached, the damping constant increases and the phonon frequency
decreases. Consequently, the soft phonon mode becomes “overdamped,” and in the vicinity of

TC, it changes to the so-called “pseudo-relaxation mode.” Apparently, it is difficult to
distinguish between the pseudo-relaxation mode and the proper overdamped soft phonon
mode.
In the second model, the relaxation mode and the soft phonon mode exist simultaneously. In
regions rather far from TC, the phonon frequency decreases as TC is approached. In the vicinity
of TC, due to the coupling effect of the soft phonon, the relaxation mode changes to the soft
mode and the relaxation time diverges.
It is found that lithium heptagermanate Li2Ge7O15 (LGO) undergoes a ferroelectric phase
transition similar to that mentioned above. The purpose of this study is to determine the point
in the Brillouin zone at which the polar phonon softens. In the present paper, the dispersion
relation of the soft phonon mode and a critical phenomenon associated with low-lying energy
levels will be discussed on the basis of the results of inelastic neutron scattering.

II.

Ferroelectric Phase Transition in LGO

LGO undergoes a ferroelectric phase transition at TC = 283.5 K. The space group of the
paraelectric phase is Pbcn and that of the ferroelectric phase is Pbc21 with spontaneous
polarization along the c-axis.2~4) The size of the unit cell does not change during the transition
(Z = 4). The crystal structure consists of strongly puckered layers of GeO4 tetrahedra linked by
GeO6 octahedral, forming a three dimensionally bridged framework. The Li atoms occupy the
vacant channels extending three dimensionally.3)
The dielectric constant along the c-axis shows a sharp increase around TC. The Curie-Weiss
law holds only in a narrow temperature region of (TC + 4) K with a small Curie constant C =
4.6 K. Below TC, typical D-E hysteresis loops have been observed.4) The spontaneous
polarization and coercive field estimated from the hysteresis loop are 0.02 mC/cm2 and 2.6
kV/cm at 276 K, respectively. The small Curie constant suggests an order-disorder-type
transition. The specific heat has been measured by using AC calorimetry and shows small
anomaly around TC. This suggests that the ferroelectric phase transition of LGO is the
displacive -type one. 5)
The softening of the optical phonons belonging to the B1u representation in the paraelectric
phase has been confirmed by IR measurements, and the existence of the totally symmetric A1
mode in the ferroelectric phase has been confirmed by both Raman and IR measurements.4,
6~14)
Further, dielectric critical slowing down has been confirmed by dielectric dispersion
measurements.15~17) As mentioned above, two models have been proposed for this type of
transition. In the first model, only the soft phonon mode exists. As TC is approached, the soft
phonon mode becomes overdamped, and in the vicinity of TC, it changes to the
pseudo-relaxation mode. In the second model, the relaxation mode and the soft phonon exist
simultaneously. In regions very close to TC, the soft mode characteristics of the phonon are
transformed to the relaxation mode.

III. Experimental Procedure
3-1 Crystal growth
Single crystals of LGO were grown in an ambient atmosphere by the Czochralski method
from a stoichiometric melt at approximately 1300 K by employing a resistance furnace. Raw
materials for the crystal growth were synthesized from the stoichiometric mixture of powdered
Li2CO3 and GeO2 of 99.999% purity without Li isotopes by repeating solid-state reactions 3
times at 1123 K for 20 hours. The grown crystals were colorless and fully transparent and had
clear natural growth surfaces as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1

Single crystal of LGO grown by Czochralski method.

3-2 Inelastic neutron scattering
For the neutron experiment, a single crystal was cut and mounted on an aluminum holder.
The sample of LGO crystal had a rectangular parallelepiped shape with dimensions 15 × 20 ×
18 mm3. Since the absorption coefficient of the crystal for thermal neutrons is negligibly small,
no further shape refining was attempted. Intensity data of the Bragg reflection were collected
by using the ω-scanning mode. To investigate the mechanism of phase transition, the detailed
temperature dependence of the dispersion curves of low-lying phonons around TC was
measured by the inelastic neutron scattering. The temperature of the sample was controlled
by using a He-gas refrigerator type cryostat, which could be attached to the triple-axis
spectrometers 4G and C1-1 in JRR-3M at Tokai.
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Temperature dependence of (300) reflections of LGO.

IV. Results
The detailed temperature dependence of both elastic and inelastic components of the (300)
and (500) reflections was measured. The (300) and (500) Bragg reflections appeared abruptly
below TC due to the change of the symmetry, and integrated intensity of (300) reflection is
shown in Fig. 2. The (300) reflections show more pronounced temperature dependence than
the (500) reflections. Typical profiles at (300) are shown in Fig. 3. The energy of a peak
corresponding to the zone-center phonon, around 0.5 meV at 297.0 K, decreases as the
temperature decreases. Then, this inelastic component disappears into the central component
at 288.0 K, just above TC. The present phonon shows the typical soft mode feature and shows
good accordance with the B1u mode observed by hyper-Raman21), Fourie transform infrared
(FTIR)6,13), and the backward wave oscillator tube (BWO) 9) measurements.
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The dispersion curves of the lowest-lying phonon branch along the a* and c* directions are
clearly observed to lie around the Brillouin zone center and showed the softening as TC is
approached (Fig. 4). Thus, it is confirmed that the ferroelectric phase transition in LGO is
associated with the soft optical phonon at the zone center (Γ point).
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Fig. 4 Temperature dependence of dispersion curves of lowest-lying phonon branch along a*
and c* directions
All the results obtained by Raman4) and hyper-Raman scattering21), FTIR6,13), BWO 9), and
inelastic neutron scattering (present study) are summarized in Fig. 5.
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Moreover, elastic diffuse scattering is observed below 0.1 meV. As shown in Fig. 6, the
intensity at (300) diverges at TC. The intensity at (3 0 -0.04), slightly off from (300) reciprocal
point, is also shown in the figure. This implies that there exists a critical phenomenon at
energies below 0.1 meV.
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Discussions
From the crystal structure analyses by neutron diffraction carried out by Iwata et al. 18,19), it
is concluded that the change within a framework composed of corner-sharing GeO4 and GeO6
polyhedra can be ascribed to the combined tilting motion of the tetrahedra, and the Li atoms in
broad channels show a marked anisotropic spatial distribution along the channel direction in
the paraelectric phase. The change in the framework of the polyhedra is interpreted as the
result of the displacive-type transition freezing the tilting motion of the tetrahedra. This
corresponds to the soft phonon mode observed in spectroscopic studies. The behavior of the Li
atoms during the transition may be interpreted by using the split-atom model (order-disorder
model), corresponding to the relaxation mode.
In the present study the existence of the B1u soft phonon mode at Brillouin zone center and
the critical phenomenon corresponding to the relaxation mode are confirmed. Thus, the
ferroelectric phase transition in LGO is associated with the polar soft phonon mode in the B1u
representation at the zone center, and in the vicinity of the transition point, the soft mode
characteristics are “transferred” from the B1u soft phonon mode to the relaxation mode with
the same symmetry. Thus, the relaxation mode plays an essential role in the transition
phenomenon. The transfer of the soft mode characteristics is estimated to occur in the
frequency region around 1 cm-1. The simultaneous observation of the soft phonon mode and
the relaxation mode must be quite important.
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